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Abstract—Knowledge is one of the key intangible assets that constitutes a powerful and significant capital in organization. The purpose of the paper is to present the literature review concerning knowledge sharing issues in a workplace. Author provides a review of current knowledge sharing aspects referring to the group cohesiveness and Not-Invented-Here syndrome (NIH). The paper discusses the possible barriers and facilitators influencing accessibility of organizational knowledge and constitutes the promising background for further research in the field of organizational behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Family members, classmates, colleagues in a workplace... They all are the people staying in interpersonal relations. According to Forsynth, a group is defined as two or more individuals who are connected to one another by social relationships [1].

Many aspects have been discussed in psychological and sociological studies concerning groups and group behavior. We may consider group status, cohesiveness, interpersonal relations, size, roles, internal regulations, ties and bonds linking the members and other specifications concerning inter- and intragroup relations [1]-[3].

Group should not be considered only as a collection of the individuals. Members of the group interact between each other, but they have a significant relation with a group itself as well. Allport mentioned that there is no psychology of groups which is not essentially and entirely a psychology of individuals [2]. On the contrary - McDougall suggests that there exists the group-mind phenomenon, which lets people in a group do the things they were not predisposed to do individually [4]. According to Zimbardo’s experiment on deindividuation, the sense of anonymity pushed the students to administer electric shocks to their colleagues more easily [5]. Acting as an anonymous person can influence our behavior significantly, which corresponds to organizational behavior aspects and can create counterproductive work behavior such as: acts of aggression, hostility, sabotage, bullying, theft, hiding or consuming necessary resources and spreading rumors [6], [7].

Many years ago, Marshall indicated the significance of capital in our lives: Capital consists in a great part of knowledge and organization (...). Knowledge is our most powerful engine of production; it enables us to subdue Nature and force her to satisfy our wants. Organization aids knowledge [8].

Knowledge sharing phenomenon creates great possibilities and advantages for organizations. Well-defined reasonable knowledge shared in good faith may be perceived as behavior that influences positively the organizational development and vigor. Thanks to its valuable significance, knowledge sharing process may be associated with organizational citizenship behavior (OCB). Researchers identify five main categories of OCB: altruism, conscientiousness, sportsmanship, courtesy and civic virtue [9]-[11]. Research showed that OCB influences knowledge sharing postures both in real and online communities [12], [13].

Unfortunately, sharing genuine, useful and valuable knowledge may constitute costly and time-consuming process. Even if it is a beneficial operation for knowledge donor, it may be effortful and uneasy for its source. Reagans and McEvily indicated the mitigating impact of cohesiveness and social ties on group prejudices and competitiveness. Social cohesion boosts individual’s motivation to transfer his or her knowledge to a coworker [14].

The concepts presented in this article indicate the connection between knowledge sharing behavior and group cohesion. The paper presents the possible issues that may constitute the subject of future research.

II. PSYCHOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

In 1970s and 1980s Tajfel and Turner proposed the social identity theory that considers individual’s self-esteem and the approach to oneself based on one’s group membership [15]. According to this concept, people idealize the status of their group to enhance their own image. Impediments and stereotypes strengthen the symptoms and signs of Tajfel and Turner’s theory.

People tend to categorize themselves and other people into determined group. This type of behavior is named social categorization and is manifested in identifying people and creating the specific attitude to them. Individuals usually typecast others into various social groups: Afro-Americans, Latinos, Catholics, teachers, thieves, doctors, homeless, conservatives etc. Tendency to form impressions of people is a result of subjective categorization. Consequently, people idealize and judge the members of their group gently and lightly. Social identification aspect affects imitating behavioral patterns of other group members. Finally, to upgrade their self-esteem, they may treat the in-group as...
better, stronger, more capable etc., in comparison to the out-group which they usually consider through the negative prism as worse, weaker, useless, etc. The social comparison approach causes that two or more groups competing against each other escalate the mutual differences to build up their own self-esteem and to depreciate the opponents [16]-[18].

Brewer in his optimal distinctiveness model claimed that people possess two different basic needs concerning the relationship between self-concept and membership in social groups. Firstly, humans want to belong to the specific group, so that they strive to achieve the state of assimilation and inclusion. On the other hand, people simultaneously prefer to stay individual and aim for differentiation and distinctiveness [19], [20]. Optimal distinctiveness theory explains, that individuals endeavor to keep the equilibrium of their identity needs (inclusion/assimilation and differentiation/distinctiveness) in a given social context [21]. People tend to seek for individuation when they feel too similar to others or when they are tired with undifferentiated mass of people. Consequently, when an individual feels alone and reclusive, he or she pursues the sense of assimilation and group cohesion [22], [23].

Humans tend to identify deeper with their coworkers when they work in small groups. Employees working with people that have comparable views are more eager to establish close relations with them than with the people that are completely different. To examine the concept of cohesiveness among the employees, interviewing smaller subgroups may lead to distinct conclusions, in comparison to treating the organization as a whole. People usually feel more familiar among certain group of coworkers, than with people that they do not work often with. It brings up the following question: do employees create the sense of cohesiveness to the organization as a whole or rather they feel coherent to the certain subgroup of regular associates?

III. IDEA OF COHESIVENESS

Attitudes and mindset of the group members are related to group cohesiveness. Festinger considered group cohesions as the resultant of all the forces acting on members to remain in the group [24]. Group cohesion constitutes an important aspect of group dynamics and may be considered as key attribute in group performance phenomenon. Cohesiveness can be defined as a need for being a part of the group and may be understood as the degree to which members of a group are attached to one another [25]. A literature review shows that group cohesion depends on members’ assimilation to own group and on the contrast comparing to the groups [26]. It means that group is more coherent when its members identify strongly with its main values, characteristics, regulations, norms and attributes.

Considering the social identity theory of Tajfel and Turner, people observe themselves through the prism of the whole group. Individual can behave differently in various situations as a member of different groups [27]. Identifying oneself as a part of the specific group, brings out the opposite aspects: us vs. them [28]. By categorizing people, we are able to create the opinions or the judgements about them. If we want to identify with a specific group, we tend to behave according to its regulations and norms, we try to assimilate.

We develop our group identification by comparing with other groups and perceiving the differences and divergences. As group members people tend to deepen the contrasts between us and them to identify with their own group and strengthen the affiliation to it. People often idealize their group by minimizing the disparities between fellow members and disregard bothersome or unpleasant situations that took place in the group. A sense of a group loyalty is an aspect accompanying the cohesiveness issue: people usually have a tendency to stay in their group despite attractive alternatives waiting for them somewhere else [28], [29].

IV. DETERMINANTS OF COHESION

Mutual attractiveness is a factor that meaningfully influences group cohesion: people liking each other usually spend more time together, what results in their closer relation. A physical proximity gives a tendency to stay in close contact with the others. Festinger and other researchers determined that students living in the same dormitory or on the same floor, make tighter relationships than students not living next to each other [30].

Working together to achieve a common goal increases group cohesion when the undertaking is successful [3]. People concentrated on one purpose cooperate in order to achieve the positive results; and when they succeed, the bonds between them tighten even more.

The psychologist Sheriff determined the direct relation between intergroup conflict and group cohesion. The higher the competition level between the opponents, the more coherent is the group. The successful undertaking results in increasing the group solidarity and unity [31].

Oyster describes the benefits coming from high cohesiveness of a group:
1) Dynamic internal communication.
2) People are more friendly towards other members in more cohesive groups and present readiness to cooperation.
3) More cohesive groups may effectively control their members and they can successfully affect their behavior and actions.
4) Cohesive groups reach their goals more efficiently.
5) The members of cohesive groups tend to be more satisfied with being a part of the group [32], [33].

Group cohesiveness is undoubtedly a positive quality defining the organization. Closeness helps its members to follow common goals and protect the group from the outer dangers. Group cohesiveness may relate to its internal communication, but the level of possible correlation needs to be examined.

V. KNOWLEDGE SHARING PHENOMENON

In groups people can exchange data, information and knowledge, what enhances organizational performance. Data are just raw facts that usually doesn’t have a specific meaning, meanwhile information is already a processed message. Knowledge is the appropriate collection of information, such that its intent is to be useful [34]. Knowledge constitutes a
precious piece of content that can improve the strength of an organization and its competitive advantage when used properly and shared correctly. This is an intangible asset which is unique, path dependent and hard to imitate or substitute [35].

According to Riege, it has been widely acknowledged and proved that the most important purpose of companies’ sharing practices is to protect and maximize the value derived from tacit (hidden) knowledge held by employees, customers and external stakeholders [36].

To keep the precious knowledge of the employees who retire soon, the organizations should improve their knowledge sharing skills and procedures in order not to lose the useful knowledge hidden in people’s heads (tacit knowledge) or buried deep documentation piles and repositories (explicit knowledge). Argote and Miron-Spektor describe knowledge transfer as very important due to distributed work arrangements, globalization, the multiunit organizational form and interorganizational issues such as mergers, acquisitions, and alliances [37]. Employees are supposed to collaborate more easily and tighter when there are positive emotions among them and when they trust each other [38]. Deepening the external relationships between employees, customers and the organization’s shareholders can enhance the knowledge flow efficiency [39]. The link between group cohesion and knowledge sharing could be also considered in the context of identification with other group members both during and after the worktime.

VI. LINKS BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE SHARING AND GROUP COHESIVENESS

The literature review showed that small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) possess the convenient structures to enable the easy knowledge transfer and knowledge sharing opportunities. Thanks to their small, compact size, usually single site location and closer social relationships of the employees, such organizations constitute the convenient place to develop the cohesive links between their members. When the organization grows, moves to multiple sites and creates new subgroups within the same departments, its ability to share knowledge significantly decreases. In smaller, less bureaucratic, less formal organizations with flatter organizational structure and innovative culture, the teams collaborate more efficiently and tend to form various communication flows that support knowledge sharing phenomenon [40].

On the other hand, SMEs sometimes do not have properly developed strategies concentrated on knowledge transfers. In smaller enterprises it happens, that employees are not aware of the value of their knowledge and they do not have well-organized planning or controlling systems [41]. Smaller organizations do not usually have technologically advanced tools to support their knowledge transfer sucessfully, especially between departments. This issue could be examined considering various factors such as the correlation between financial outlays for technological tools and knowledge sharing efficiency in an organization. It may be also useful to determine the relation between the worktime spent using IT tools and the level of group cohesiveness.

Close relations between team members can conduce to creating the social networks and develop the sense of trust in people, what can result in effective knowledge sharing style. Also, interpersonal skills and outgoing posture can improve knowledge flow efficiency in an organization, especially when group structure is not associated with strong hierarchy or strictly formal.

Research conducted by Chiu, Hsu and Wang showed positive correlation between members’ social interaction ties and the quantity of knowledge shared by people. It was noted that, the sense of social unity and group togetherness may significantly stimulate the members’ intention to share knowledge and improve the amount of the transferred content. Equally, strong group identification forms proper conditions to share knowledge frequently among the coworkers [41]. Carmeli, Atwater and Levi came to a conclusion that efficient knowledge exchange between the leader and the employees improves the sense of group identification. They also emphasized the significant role of a leader in knowledge sharing process [42].

Following the group identity theory, close intragroup relations can bring various benefits such as readiness to cooperate, improving communication between group members and facilitating internal knowledge exchange [23].

Cabrera and Cabrera described knowledge sharing in the context of social dilemma considering possible costs and benefits coming from sharing one’s knowledge. Putting great effort, time and money to create new knowledge and share it with associates is not always cost-effective enough to undertake similar actions in the future. An entity intuitively does everything to maximize possible benefits. If the individual calculates costs and gains of knowledge sharing, he or she will not share, if it does not pay-off [17]. To share or not to share? dilemma may be significantly influenced by personal approach and emotions. Research conducted by Matzler et al. showed that team members or team leaders being particularly conscientious, open and agreeable, are predicted to become involved in sharing process [43]. It may be useful to seek for the correlation between the strength of group cohesiveness and people’s desire to share knowledge even if they get no or just a little benefit?

Concept of reciprocity may be explained as form of interaction that is centered on mutuality. It presents the act of giving and taking. The research on virtual communities showed the positive relation between reciprocity and knowledge sharing intentions [23]. Do employees tend to imitate the others and share knowledge if the other employees do?

Although group cohesiveness can affect positively relations between team members, too tight bonds inside one group can interrupt the contacts with other departments. The following phenomenon may constitute the consequence of already mentioned social comparison and social categorization process. Strong immersion in group atmosphere, norms and habits can result in developing NIH: *not invented here syndrome*. People tend to see the ingroup in more positive terms than they perceive the outgroup, which could be the result of ethnocentrism and bias effect [44]. Members identifying strongly with their teams usually may be skeptical towards external knowledge. Through the
socializing process that adapts people to be a part of the group, they experience new behaviors, attitudes, work styles and norms that are (the only) acceptable in the organization. New employees are integrated into the company’s structures and adjusted to the organizational policy and philosophy.

According to the mentioned NIH syndrome, people sometimes present the negative attitude towards the external knowledge identifying it with something strange, unfamiliar or even alienated. It happens that people completely demonize and reject foreign knowledge, because they find the internal knowledge as the only legitimated, safe and trusted choice. The research did by Burchart and Andrea showed that the sense of a strong corporate identity can lead to a biased perception of the external world (they compare it to a mental prison) when the employees do not appreciate the outside knowledge but they overestimate the internal one. To accept, adapt and incorporate external knowledge, employees need to change their beliefs and to break with routines and stereotypes. People often present a negative attitude towards the out-group members if they want to manifest their group identity. The manifestation of in-group favoritism and out-group skepticism may be even stronger if two groups are perceived as similar.

Citing Clagett: NIH is made not born. Actually, NIH syndrome is the consequence of employee’s prejudices towards the foreign knowledge. Bad experience with external resources or wrong attitude towards the unknown assets, as well as lack of proper intergroup communication, may intensify the syndrome. Lichtenhalter and Ernst discussed the difference between the acquisition, accumulation and exploitation of knowledge, which can all be carried out internally or externally. Knowledge may be created inside the company or absorbed and internalized from the outside. Consequently, the assets can be stored inside the company to protect the knowledge, but also it can be related with the external organizations in order to form external bases. Effectively, knowledge may be applied into familiar products and services. By contrast knowledge may be perceived as a precious good itself. Disembodied knowledge may be commercialized and sold as a finished, complex and licensed product.

Another definition significant to understand the problem of external knowledge assimilation, is absorptive capacity. According to Cohen and Levinthal, the mentioned issue can be understood as the awareness of external knowledge values and the ability to determine, assimilate and use it properly. Usually, firms with a high absorptive capacity tend to present attitudes to external knowledge acquisition that are at least not strongly negative. The strong social cohesion in the group level can facilitate the absorptive capacity of the organization when the employees motivate each other and encourage other members to participate in knowledge sharing practices.

Cabrera and Cabrera described the knowledge sharing friendly environment as the area creating sense of openness, showing commitment to progress and growth, leadership strength, reducing turnover and — what is also important — rewarding individual participation. Knowledge transfer issue creates the valuable area in organizational behavior studies concerning many aspects of the organizational life.

VII. CONCLUSION

Knowledge sharing process constitutes a complex structure difficult to understand without conducting elaborated analysis. This phenomenon should be examined holistically taking into consideration the group specific, its size, social interactions between its members and many different characteristics. Knowledge sharing phenomenon occurs thanks to interpersonal cooperation, but sometimes group members share knowledge because they are pressured to do it or are aware of the benefits coming from knowledge exchange. People share knowledge in order to be respected, recognized, appreciated or financially praised.

On the contrary, individuals can sometimes be afraid of showing off their knowledge, especially if their employers seem to know less than the employees. To take advantage from knowledge sharing processes, every group, should be well informed about the effects that can be achieved and the benefits that could be taken from the effective knowledge sharing. Knowledge transfer can be strengthened by the sense of group cohesion if the process is driven correctly among the people aware of possible profits coming from knowledge sharing. Finally, it could be concluded that group cohesiveness could be helpful in knowledge sharing processes. For sure, the above concept demands further researches both in smaller as well as in medium-sized and large enterprises.

The review presented in this article may help managers to compose work teams taking into consideration people’s individual characteristics and personal traits. Therefore, presented information should be of interest for directors to allocate missions and tasks to proper employees, considering their nature. The theoretical background and the issues discussed in the review may support the managers to identify possible barriers and obstacles that hamper knowledge sharing process.

The above review prompts to further analysis of mentioned issues and shows the direction for future research. Does cohesiveness increase result in improving the knowledge sharing effects? Does decline in turnover rate influence the effectiveness of knowledge transfer? Does the strong sense of democracy cause growth of group cohesion? Does increase of group cohesion is correlated with decrease of turnover in a workplace? Does the intense of NIH syndrome in an organization really supports knowledge transfer? These are not the only questions to be considered for further studies.
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